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The basic question

� Access to central bank credit limited by holdings of 
eligible collateral

� Banks often hold collateral in multiple centres

� Mismatch between location of holdings and location 
of needs

� Could cross-border use of collateral reduce liquidity 
risk?



Positioning
� Builds on literature examining liquidity risk in 

payment systems:
– Angelini (1998), Bech & Garratt (2003)

� High and costly liquidity requirements may lead to 
payment delays

� Furfine and Stehm (1998) examine central bank 
policies to mitigate liquidity risk

� Green (2007): liquidity risk might be reduced if 
central banks accepted a wider range of collateral



Cross-border use of collateral
� May extend along three dimensions: liquidity; credit; 

currency

� Several countries already accept foreign collateral
– Some do so routinely; some only in emergency
– A variety of infrastructural arrangements employed

� Live policy debate:
– Payments Risk Committee, March 2003
– CPSS Report, January 2006
– CPSS: follow-up work on 2006 report



Recent events

� Recent market strains have re-energised this 
debate

� Central banks have varied the terms of their lending

� Including widening eligible collateral lists
– Acceptance of RMBS/ABCP
– Currency denomination of collateral 
– Term Auction Facility



Some issues raised

� Relaxation of constraints: broader eligible lists

� Interaction of emergency and routine procedures 
– Ex ante communication of emergency procedures
– Transparency; perceptions

� Coordination across central banks
– Overlap in eligible lists 
– Harmonisation in procedures
– Swap lines



The Model

� Build a theoretical framework for thinking about 
these issues:

– 2-bank/2-country model

– Each bank a member of RTGS system and CSD in each 
country

– Banks face equivalent payment obligations to each other
(but timing, size and location of needs uncertain)

– Central banks grant liquidity against eligible collateral



Timeline of the Model

� Timeline

– Banks make collateral choices under uncertainty

– Then learn liquidity needs (Nature selects first payer)

– [Baseline case: each bank is first payer in only one 
country]

– First payer acquires any additional collateral required

– Second payer then makes its payment



The bank’s problem
� A bank chooses ex ante collateral in each country 

� Aims to minimise expected total costs, comprising:

– Opportunity cost of holding collateral

– Shortfall cost: delay cost + higher intraday collateral cost 

� Size of expected shortfall = liquidity risk

� No delay/additional cost if foreign collateral can be 
used to meet shortfall



Solving the model
� Fundamental structure of the problem:

Min E(C) = γc + ω∫c(v – c)f(v)dv (s.t. c ≥ 0)

� Optimal choice of ex ante collateral decreasing in γ
and increasing in ω. Must satisfy:

γ ≥ ω∫cf(v)dv

The marginal cost of acquiring collateral in advance 
≥ the marginal expected cost of experiencing a 
shortfall



Key result
With (symmetric) cross-border use of collateral:

� Total quantity of collateral > quantity held in one 
country under no cross-border collateral

– True as long as c>0

� So ↓ expected shortfalls and hence ↓ liquidity risk 
– Also: liquidity risk generally lower than with asymmetric 

use

� This holds despite possible reduction in total quantity 
of ex ante collateral

– Economise on precautionary holdings in each country



Simultaneous liquidity needs

� Analysis so far assumes liquidity demand in just one 
country

� Adapt the model to allow for simultaneous shock

� With ↓ ex ante collateral holdings: could be an 
increase in liquidity risk

� Lower ex ante holdings more likely the higher the 
ratio of shortfall costs to ex ante opportunity costs



Cross-border use of collateral in 
emergencies only

� Central banks may choose to extend the eligible 
collateral list in emergencies only

� Model stress as extraordinary liquidity demands

� Incentive to economise on total collateral holdings is 
diminished

� Could deliver lower expected shortfalls in stress than 
routine use

– But routine use dominates in normal states of the world



Conclusions

� Relaxation of constraints: broader eligible lists
– Larger pool of collateral on which to draw in normal course
– Lower expected shortfalls: lower liquidity risk

� Interaction of emergency and routine procedures 
– Lower incentive to economise on collateral if stress-only…
– …even if policy communicated ex ante

� Coordination across central banks
– Liquidity risk generally lower with symmetric cross-border 

use




